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Foreword

Rebuilding Europe with cities and regions
Finland takes over the Presidency of the Council of the European Union at a defining moment for the
EU. The Union turns over a new leaf in light of the results of the European election: there will be new
leaders at the helm of the EU institutions who will deal with major issues such as the next EU budget,
as well as take responsibility for defining the content for the next EU programme period. This is a time
for renewal.
These six months must focus on delivering for every citizen. Through the European Committee of the
Regions we - the local and regional leaders - have a voice to contribute to setting the priorities for the
incoming policies of the EU institutions. Cities and regions are at the heart of responding to the major
societal challenges of the 21st century, whether it be climate change, job creation or community cohesion. They must be partners in the co-creation of smart solutions to deliver the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals which need to be mainstreamed into all policy areas, and at all levels of governance.
The Finnish Presidency has prioritised sustainable growth: by working together with industry and universities, cities and regions are the powerhouses in driving forward innovation. By supporting SMEs,
entrepreneurship and start-ups, local and regional actors are contributing to sustainable development.
That is what citizens are waiting for. It requires strengthening synergies between the various EU programmes, integrating the use of all public and private financing instruments, and increasing European
partnerships based on regional smart specialisation strategies. It means maintaining the current level
of EU investment for cohesion policy for all regions and cities, rich and poor. Tackling regional disparity
and supporting all regions is the ultimate sign of European solidarity. Without cohesion, we will have
no Union. Without sufficient investment, regions and cities will be unable to help overcome our shared
challenges.
Sustainable and inclusive growth needs sufficient local investment in education and innovation, including digitalisation and artificial intelligence. Digitalisation will play a crucial role in many societal challenges such as security and the fight against climate change. Cities and regions – with their businesses,
universities and citizens – are the key to helping drive the digital transformation of the EU increasing
cooperation and partnerships. Political leaders at all levels of government must come together and
think local to make the changes Europe urgently needs.
The Northern dimension is also important not only for Finland, but for the whole Europe. It is becoming
extremely central in terms of global trade routes and natural resources. It is also a stark reminder that
we need higher ambition on climate change. The Arctic environment is already extremely vulnerable
and this vulnerability will affect the whole planet if it is not tackled right now. We, local and regional
actors, cannot stand still and wait. We are ambitious, inclusive and innovative. We are ready to deliver
on climate action and demand a carbon-free Europe by 2050.
The Finnish Presidency can rely on European cities and regions to make the Presidency a success. Much
can be achieved within the next six months by working and investing locally, together.
Karl-Heinz Lambertz
President of the CoR
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Foreword

Chair of the Finnish delegation, Pauliina Haijanen
The Committee of the Regions (CoR) brings the views of local and regional authorities into the decision-making process of the European Union. The CoR’s key policy objectives are the promotion of a Europe close to its
citizens and the strengthening of territorial solidarity. The Finnish delegation plays an active part in achieving
these objectives.
The role of the CoR has been steadily strengthened. For example, the possibility for local and regional authorities to have an impact on EU legislation has improved. The CoR should stress the importance of tangible
results in matters where the EU is able to act more effectively than individual Member States.
The key question of the debate surrounding Europe’s future is how competitiveness aims might be achieved
whilst preserving the high level of social protection. Sustainable development goals must be taken into account in all activities. The local and regional level is responsible to a significant extent for creating an operating environment that is conducive to innovation. The role of the public sector in contributing to the EU’s
competitiveness aims should be looked at more closely.
The starting point for the future EU programming period is to address the challenges of globalisation, including by strengthening skills, employment and inclusion. Cohesion policy instruments have brought about
growth and improved employment and social cohesion at local and regional level. Building on local and
regional strengths, it will be possible to carry out effective development work that takes account of Member
States’ specificities in the next EU programming period too.
The special status of the northern sparsely populated region, the potential of the Arctic region, cooperation
in the Baltic Sea and external border cooperation vis-a-vis Russia are important themes for Europe as a whole.
The problems created by these challenging conditions need to be taken into account. There is also a need
to invest in knowledge in these areas. The sparsely populated areas of Eastern and Northern Finland have a
special status recognised by the Treaty of Accession of Finland, which should also be taken into account in
the future programming period. Smart specialisation strategies are also key regional tools for growth and
innovation across Europe during the next programming period.
A distinguishing feature of good governance is that different administrative levels work together on matters
that affect them jointly. Cooperation is a prerequisite for effective action. The CoR has pushed for greater
multi-level governance, i.e. joint action by the EU, Member States and local and regional authorities to draw
up EU policies. This should continue.
The Finnish delegation stresses that in EU policy-making, particular attention needs to be drawn to the question of how to increase public faith in the Union. One of the biggest problems is public indifference, not so
much towards the fundamental aims of the EU, but towards its day-to-day policy-making. Communicating
information about the EU to the public and to local and regional authorities is one of the CoR’s key tasks. The
CoR has representatives from across Europe. They can carry messages between EU policy-makers and their
own region.
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Renewing Europe with its regions and cities:
The European Committee of the Regions’
Communication Priorities 2019
The overarching focus of all the European Committee of the Regions’ (CoR) communication activities
in 2019 is to demonstrate that as the most trusted level of government and responsible for delivering
70% of all EU policies, regions and cities are instrumental in building a cohesive, inclusive and sustainable Europe and so must be given a stronger role in the EU decision-making.
Through three dedicated communication campaigns, the 2019 Communication Plan aims to improve
the role and impact of the CoR by increasing its visibility and enhancing cooperation and communication, in particular with all EU regional and local authorities and their associations.
Campaign 1: Engaging regional and local politicians for the future of Europe
By engaging regionally and locally elected politicians across the EU, the CoR serves as a two-way link
between local and regional level and the European Union with the goal of re-establishing trust in
the EU among citizens. The CoR is therefore committed to creating a new mechanism for structured
dialogue with local and regional authorities, and developing relations with the new members of the
European Parliament and European Commission in 2019.
Campaign 2: Investing in regions and cities
The objective of this campaign is to ensure the active involvement of regional and local authorities
in the EU’s future budget negotiations, as well as to show why the Union must mobilise local public
investment, which alone accounts for half of all public investment in Europe. It builds on the success of
the #CohesionAlliance campaign in 2018, which gathered a coalition of cities and regions to defend a
strong EU cohesion policy.
Campaign 3: Regions and cities delivering a sustainable Europe
This campaign showcases regions, cities and local authorities taking action to provide practical solutions and tackle EU-level problems in areas identified by the CoR in its political priorities for 2015-2020:
climate action and disaster resilience, migration/integration and sustainable development.
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What is the European Committee
of the Regions (CoR)?
The CoR is the European Union's body representing
regions and local authorities. Its members hold a
regional or local electoral mandate and participate in
the EU's legislative process.

Members of
the European Committee of the Regions
PES
GROUP
European Committee

President

of the Regions

Karl-Heinz LAMBERTZ
(from Eupen/BE)

Term of office: 2 and 1/2 years
• leads the CoR's work
• chairs its plenary sessions
• acts as CoR's
official representative

First
Vice-President

Markku MARKKULA
(from Espoo/FI)

Term of office: 2 and 1/2 years
• leads the CoR's work in
tandem with the President

350

Plenary
NI

24

24

24

24
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21
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12

12
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12
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12
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9
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Political Priorities

The territorial
dimension of EU
legislation matters

A European economy
driven by its regions
and cities
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CoR Members gather in
Plenary 5 to 6 times/year
for 2-3 days
in Brussels to vote
and adopt opinions.

Stability and
cooperation at
the EU's borders

A simpler,
Europe of
more connected
the citizens is Europe
EuropeFinland’s Presidency of the Council of the Europeanof
the future
Union

EU institutions
form their positions

Decision-making
in the EU

Decision-taking
European
Commission

Council of the
European Union
European
Commission

Proposal

European Parliament

•••••

legislative
process

European Committee
of the Regions
Consultation

European Parliament

•••••••••

CoR Commissions

Obligatory consultation
of the CoR

6 Commissions (groups of Members) prepare draft opinions,
reports and resolutions to be submitted to the Plenary Assembly.

Public health
Economic, social and
territorial cohesion,
Structural funds,
European Regional
Development Fund
European Social Fund

Council of the
European Union

Transport,
Trans-European
networks

Areas of
responsibility

Environment,
Climate Change
and Energy (ENVE)

Territorial Cohesion
Policy and EU Budget
(COTER)

Economic Policy
(ECON)

Citizenship, Governance,
Institutional and
External Affairs (CIVEX)

Natural Resources
(NAT)

Social Policy, Education,
Employment, Research
and Culture (SEDEC)

Environment,
energy and
climate change

Employment
and social
affairs
Education, youth,
vocational training culture
and sport

How CoR opinions are created
European Commission
proposal of
a legal act or EP
Rapporteur
or Council request
prepares
or CoR own initiative
draft opinion
and consults
stakeholders

1

Output

over 70% of
EU legislation
has a direct
impact at local
or regional level

Discussion and
adoption of
draft opinion by
CoR Commission

2 3

From nomination
of the rapporteur
to adoption of the opinion:
2-9 months

CoR rapporteur
meets
EP rapporteur(s),
Council Presidency,
EC services

4 56

In 2018, the CoR passed:

70%

78
opinions

Adoption of
the opinion by
the CoR
Plenary Session

In
2018
the CoR
held
and
contributed to
the
organisation
of

Publication and
information of
the EU institutions

117
events

78

Reflecting
on Europe
events
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The Finnish Delegation to the European
Full members
Pauliina Haijanen

Ilpo Heltimoinen

delegation chair, member of Laitila city council,
and of the CoR Bureau and its CIVEX and COTER
commissions; political group EPP, pauliina@
haijanen.fi

member of Lappeenranta city council and of the
CoR’s ECON and NAT commissions; , political group
ECR, ilpo@heltimoinen.fi

“It is important to emphasise that gender equality is a fundamental value
of the European Union. The EU should work actively to promote gender
equality and to influence attitudes in all the Member States. Our key
objectives concern sustainable economic growth, security and decisionmaking. Priorities should also include balancing work and private life,
sexual and reproductive health, and economic equality. Improving equality
in economic governance, EU decision-making, gender representation and
decision impact assessments are critical to achieving equality objectives.
More weight must be given to the equality strategy, and equality between
EU citizens must be promoted. The status of minority languages must be
safeguarded and non-discrimination against minorities promoted. It is
important to maintain opportunities for the elderly, the disabled and those
on low incomes, as well as young people, when implementing the digital
strategy. Every EU citizen can help to strengthen and promote generally
accepted fundamental values. Gender balance is always taken into account
in the composition of the Finnish delegation at CoR. At the moment 5 out
of 9 Finnish members are women. However, women still represent less
than quarter of all CoR members. It’s good that this issue has now been
recognised and all Member States have been asked to improve the gender
balance in the next CoR mandate period starting in 2020.”

Sirpa Hertell
member of Espoo city council and of the CoR’s
ENVE and NAT commissions; political group EPP,
sirpa.hertell@vihreat.fi
“I am a member of Espoo council and spokesperson for the Sustainable
Espoo programme. I was appointed to the Committee of the Regions in
2009 and have also served as vice-chair of its ENVE commission. Drafting
and presenting four CoR opinions (Towards a sustainable Europe by 2020,
Proposal for a single-use plastics directive, Towards a new EU climate
change adaptation strategy and A 2030 framework for climate and energy
policies) has strengthened my conviction about the importance of the CoR’s
work as part of the policy contribution of the EU as a whole and its local
levels of government. Cooperation and broad interaction between local
government levels in Europe are crucially important in tackling climate
change and promoting equality throughout Europe as well as globally.”

Anne Karjalainen

Markku Markkula

delegation vice-chair, member of Kerava city
council, of the CoR Bureau and its SEDEC and
COTER commissions, and of the broadband
platform; political group PES,
anne.m.karjalainen@kerava.fi

First Vice-President of the Committee of the
Regions, Chair of Espoo City Board, Chair of
Helsinki-Uusimaa Regional Board, and member of
the CoR’s ECON and SEDEC commissions; political
gropu EPP, markku.markkula@aalto.fi

“My home town, Kerava, known as the “good living town”, is located in
the metropolitan area of Helsinki. Our new municipal strategy aims to
make daily life in Kerava happy and smooth. All our activities are designed
to enhance the welfare of Kerava’s citizens and provide them with highquality services, including social and healthcare services, early learning and
basic education. All children are given the opportunity to practise at least
one hobby. A vibrant urban culture is part of Kerava’s street scene. We are
building an ecologically sustainable town. Because nature is important to
us, every resident of Kerava is within 300 metres of a green space. Our own
energy company is investing in renewables. Kerava has announced that it
will be the first town in Finland, and perhaps in the whole of Europe, to ban
plastic bags. Helsinki-Uusimaa region wants to be Europe’s hippest and
most dynamic region by the year 2050. We have entrepreneurship, a lively
urban culture, and expertise in technological innovation.”

“The rest of Europe can benefit significantly from Finnish expertise. We
have many types of knowledge and applications that would be useful
internationally. Finland is a pioneer in digitalisation and innovation. All
regions in the EU need more innovation and commitment to the spirit of
local cooperation and European partnerships. Of course funding available
through the EU is important, but this must be used primarily to drive
further innovation. Challenges in society cannot be addressed with existing
instruments alone and with outdated skills. Let everybody profit from
Finnish expertise and the “secrets” of its success.”

Ossi Martikainen
member of Lapinlahti municipal council, chair
of the CoR’s NAT commission and member of
its COTER commission; political group ALDE,
ossimartikainen@outlook.com

The European Committee of the Regions and
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Committee of the Regions
Mikkel Näkkäläjärvi
member of Rovaniemi city council and of the
CoR’s CIVEX and ENVE commissions; political
group PES,
mikkel.nakkalajarvi@gmail.com
“I‘m from Rovaniemi which is city on the Arctic Circle and capital of Lapland,
northernmost region of Finland. Rovaniemi is 16th most populous city
in Finland with 62 000 inhabitants, two great rivers, vibrant countryside,
numerous villages, undisturbed nature and a busy international airport.
There are two universities located in Rovaniemi. The University of Lapland
is the northernmost university in Finland and in the European Union.
Rovaniemi is arctic city and in May 2019 we hosted Arctic Council Ministerial
Meeting in Rovaniemi.”

Satu Tietari
member of Säkylä municipal council and of the
CoR’s ECON and ENVE commissions; political
group ALDE, satutie@netti.fi

The European Committee of the Regions and
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Åland Islands
Gun-Mari Lindholm
speaker of the Åland Islands parliament
and member of the CoR’s CIVEX and SEDEC
commissions; political group EPP, gun-mari.
lindholm@aland.net
“Since the Åland Islands do not currently have their own seat in the
European Parliament, the European Committee of the Regions is an
important platform, enabling us to directly keep abreast of topical issues
and subjects in Europe. CoR members are united by their regional affinity.
I have benefited greatly from the insight into current issues that are
particularly relevant to Åland as a small local authority. I appreciate the
presentations from guest speakers introducing the plenary sessions, which
always concern topical subjects.
Meetings between people from different parts of Europe have been
personally rewarding. These encounters have been important in expanding
my understanding and knowledge of other situations.
In December 1917 Finland declared itself an independent republic based
on the same right to self-determination as the people of the Åland islands
invoked to support their reunification with Sweden. But Finland was not
prepared to grant the Åland islanders’ request for reunification; instead, it
accorded them a form of internal self-government. The Finnish parliament
passed a law on self-government to that end in 1920, but it was not
accepted by the Åland islanders. Given the international implications of
the Åland question, the matter was referred to the newly set up League of
Nations. In June 1921 the council of the League decided on a compromise in
which each of the three parties to the dispute – Finland, Sweden and Åland
– took something away from the table.
Finland gained sovereignty over the Åland Islands, but had to undertake
to safeguard the status of the islanders’ language (Swedish), culture,
local customs and the system of self-government offered to it in 1920. The
decision was backed up by an agreement between Finland and Sweden on
how the guarantees would be implemented. The League also decided that
an agreement should be drawn up to demilitarise the Åland islands and
give them neutral status so that they would not represent a future military
threat to peace in the Baltic Sea region and above all to Sweden.”

Finland’s Presidency of the Council of the European Union

Alternates
Mikko Aaltonen

Merja Lahtinen

member of Tampere city council; political group
PES, mikko.aaltonen@tampere.fi

member of Jämsä city council; political group
ALDE, lahtinen.merja@gmail.com

Jari Andersson
member of Sastamala city council; political
group EPP, jari.andersson@sastamala.fi

“The pace of urbanisation has been accelerating over the past 20 years.
Finland’s Consultancy for Regional Development (MDI) is forecasting an
increase in urbanisation. At regional level, the successful municipalities are
those in locations with good rail links close to centres of growth. Most of
Finland’s municipalities are struggling as their populations dwindle and
age. If we want to maintain the population in Europe as a whole and in
Finland, we must seek ways of allowing people to live in sparsely populated
areas. Small towns and communities definitely have their advantages. It
is feasible for a population centre of around 20 000 inhabitants to provide
various services over reasonable distances. The Union’s regional policy
should have two dimensions that are developed on an equal basis: good
urban living and good rural living. These dimensions are not in opposition
but should ideally be mutually reinforcing.”

“Finland is promoting the internationalisation of Finnish education, with
funding earmarked annually in the national budget for international
activities in basic and higher-level secondary education, as well as
vocational education. The amount available in 2019 was EUR 700 000.
The National Board of Education seeks innovative, networked project
applications focused on the potential for all children and students to
learn to be internationally engaged. Most of the publicly funded projects
involve one or more schools from a foreign country or countries. A group
of students is chosen who under the supervision of a teacher plan a school
visit to a partner school in another country, based on the project theme.
During the visit students generally stay with host families, where they learn
more about the country’s culture. Students from the partner school also visit
Finland.”

Matias Mäkynen
member of Vaasa city council; political group
PES, matias.makynen@gmail.com

Tiina Elovaara

Sanna Parkkinen

member of Tampere city council; political group
ECR, tiina.elovaara@tiinaelovaara.fi

member of Liperi municipal council; political
group PES, sanna.parkkinen@liperi.fi

Patrik Karlsson
member of Vantaa city council; political group
ALDE, patrik.karlsson@vantaa.fi

Åland Islands
Tony Wikström
member of the Åland Islands parliament;
political group PES, tony.wikstrom@lagtinget.ax

Terhi Koulumies
member of Helsinki city council; political group
EPP, koulumies@gmail.com

The European Committee of the Regions and
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Finnish local authorities
There are 311 municipalities in Finland. They have strong self-government and an exceptionally wide
range of functions on a European scale.
Municipalities are responsible for the majority of public services, the state accounting for only a third of
the services. Municipalities organize the basic public services important for the citizens, among them
social and health care services and services related to education and culture, the environment and the
technical infrastructure. Effective regional cooperation and a policy to stimulate vitality are important
elements of municipal success.
Municipalities finance their activities and the services they organize through local income tax revenue
and central government transfers.
Finland is renowned for its strong local democracy and open decision-making. In municipal administration, matters are prepared in a transparent manner, and local residents are given opportunities to
have their say at the different stages of preparation. Local councillors are elected every four years in
municipal elections.
Local authorities, joint municipal authorities and the companies that they own employ close to half a
million people.

The European Committee of the Regions and
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The Association of
Finnish Local and
Regional Authorities
The Association of Finnish Local and Regional Authorities (Suomen Kuntaliitto) play a major role in
Finnish society. Together with Finland’s municipalities, we are building a sustainable future for all Finns
by helping to shape decision-making in the Finnish parliament, ministries and in the European Union.
The Association of Finnish Local and Regional Authorities is an association of Finnish cities and municipalities. Regional councils, health care districts, special care districts as well as educational and other
sector-based organisations associated with municipalities are also involved in its activities.
The Association’s main tasks are advocacy, service activities and development work for municipalities
and the entire municipal sector.
Our advocacy work is based on ensuring that municipalities and regions have the right economic and
operational conditions to provide services to residents, as well as the freedom to carry out their tasks.
The Association offers municipalities guidance, training and opportunities for networking and discussion. The Association’s research and development role is to promote the reform of municipalities and
the entire municipal sector. Around 150 municipalities from across Finland are involved in research and
development projects each year.
The Association’s areas of expertise are social and health care, education and culture, as well as regions,
communities and the environment. Other key areas of activity include municipal finances, legal affairs,
municipal development, democracy and leadership, Swedish-language and international activities, the
information society and communication. Local government employers KT (KT Kuntatyönantajat) is part
of the Association of Finnish Local and Regional Authorities and deals with the role of municipalities as
employers.
The Association has an office in Brussels which monitors the preparation of important EU legislative
projects for municipalities, keeps municipalities and other stakeholders informed about them and influences EU decision-making. The Association has set its own objectives for the Finnish Presidency of
the EU. As municipalities implement EU law in a number of areas, it is important for them to have a role
in shaping the presidency’s priorities.
Municipalities’ importance as the level of government closest to citizens is set to grow in future. It is
municipalities and regions that carry out practical measures to promote sustainable growth and social
cohesion. They bring together a wide range of actors, including citizens.
According to the Association’s vision, a successful Finland means local action. This vision states that
sustainable solutions to promote prosperity and vitality are best achieved in local communities and in
regions, based on their own circumstances.

Sari Rautio
Chair of the Board

The European Committee of the Regions and

Minna Karhumen
CEO
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Facts about Finland
In terms of area, Finland is among the largest countries in Europe. With its 5.5 million people, however, it is the most sparsely populated
country in the European Union. The total length of the country is more than 1 000 kilometres. The population is strongly concentrated
in southern Finland, where the largest cities are located. Around 70% of Finns live in or near cities or towns. Only 6% of Finns live in the
countryside, which constitutes 70% of the total area of Finland.
Nearly 90% of Finns speak Finnish as their first language, and more than 5% speak Swedish. More than 2 000 Finns speak Sámi as their
first language.

Finnish society
Finland’s 200-seat parliament is elected every four years. All Finnish citizens aged 18 and over are entitled to vote. Finland has a coalition government, meaning that political parties must be able
to cooperate regardless of their ideological differences.
The president of Finland is elected in a direct popular vote for a
period of six years at a time and a maximum of two successive
periods. Sauli Niinistö, the current president, was elected in 2012
and re elected in 2018.
Finland has around 300 municipalities. They have extensive autonomy, which serves to ensure that decisions are made locally,
close to people. The municipalities have power of decision over
land use and the organisation of basic education and health care,
among other issues. Municipal councils are elected every four
years. All political parties participate in decision-making in municipal boards.

Economy
The service industry is the largest employer by a clear margin.
Services — such as the installation and maintenance of paper
machines, lifts and other capital goods manufactured in Finland
— are exported to a significant degree.
Finland is a rather open economy where exports play a major role.
The forest industry, which uses renewable raw materials, continues to be the most important sector in Finland, but this is changing. In addition to paper, the forest industry produces new types
of products, such as wood-based fuels to replace fossil fuels.

The European Committee of the Regions and
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Innovation thrives in Finland. New businesses are continuously
emerging in the game industry, electronics and software production, as well as in cleantech. The annual Slush start-up event
in Helsinki is among the largest in the world. Finland is one of
the least corrupt countries in the world, which is reflected in its
business life.

High-quality education
Education is free in Finland, from comprehensive school through
to higher education. Young Finns regularly rank among the
world’s best in PISA surveys of educational achievements, while
independent auditors rate Finland as having one of the world’s
best university systems. A genuinely equal education system
brings equality to society as a whole.

The Finnish landscape
Finland offers plenty of room to wander, ski, cycle, fish and travel
the lakes. Around 75% of its area is covered by forests, and nearly
10% is covered by lakes and rivers. The forests surround a large
number of lakes, particularly in eastern Finland. You can safely
swim or fish anywhere. Lakes also ensure a reliable water supply
for cities, towns and population centres. Its extensive archipelago
in the south west is a unique combination of islands, islets and
rocks. Lapland is one of the few wildernesses in Europe. Nature
is accessible as well, and everyone is entitled to wander in the
forests and pick berries and mushrooms. Even in the largest cities,
the peace and quiet of nature is within cycling distance. Four distinct seasons add to the diversity of nature in Finland.

Finland’s Presidency of the Council of the European Union

Calendar of activities
ENVE Commission study visit and seminar on “Innovative local
action to achieve the Sustainable Development Goals”

7-8 July

in Espoo

Europe Forum Turku

29-31 August

in Turku

Annual Meeting of the CORLEAP, Conference of the Regional
and Local Authorities for the Eastern Partnership

12 September

in Turku

External meeting of the Bureau of the Committee of the Regions

13 September

in Turku

European Week of Regions and Cities + State of the Regions
speech by CoR President

7-10 October

in Brussels

EuroPCom, 10th European Public Communication Conference

7-8 November

in Brussels

ECON Commission seminar “New Role of Cities and Regions 		
in Promoting Entrepreneurship & SMEs”
25 - 27 November

in Helsinki
and Espoo

CoR plenary session

in Brussels

The European Committee of the Regions and
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Contacts
MRS PAULIINA HAIJANEN

Chair of the Finnish Delegation
pauliina@haijanen.fi

MRS ANNE KARJALAINEN

Vice Chair of the Finnish Delegation
anne.m.karjalainen@kerava.fi

MS ERJA HORTTANAINEN

Coordinator of the Finnish Delegation
The Association of Finnish Local and Regional Authorities
Toinen linja 14, 00530 Helsinki, Finland
+358 50 5252 145
erja.horttanainen@kuntaliitto.fi

MRS ANU WIKMAN-IMMONEN

Coordinator of the Finnish Delegation
The Association of Finnish Local and Regional Authorities
Toinen linja 14, 00530 Helsinki, Finland
+358 50 5252 874
anu.wikman-immonen@kuntaliitto.fi

BRUSSELS OFFICE

The Association of Finnish Local and Regional Authorities, Brussels Office
Mrs Ulla Karvo, Director
Spuare de Meeûs 1, B-1000 Brussels, Belgium
+358 50 512 2232
ulla.karvo@kuntaliitto.fi
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The European Committee of the Regions and
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Finland’s Presidency of the Council of the European Union

Created in 1994 following the signing of the Maastricht Treaty, the European Committee of the Regions is the EU’s assembly of
350 regional and local representatives from all 28 Member States, representing over 507 million Europeans. Its mission is to
involve regional and local authorities and the communities they represent in the EU’s decision-making process and to inform
them about EU policies. The European Commission, the European Parliament and the Council are obliged to consult the
Committee in policy areas affecting regions and cities. It can appeal to the Court of Justice of the European Union if its rights are
infringed or it believes that EU law infringes the subsidiarity principle or fails to respect regional or local powers.
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